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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and State-of-the-Art
In todays large-scale manufacturing systems or factories of the future, the supervision of the whole production
chain for approaching zero defect manufacturing [1] and realizing predictive maintenance [2] with high performance
can be established through the usage of data-driven anomaly and fault detection methods [3] [4]. Thereby, an utmost
goal is to detect any possible arising fault (problem) in the system at an early stage [5] [6] based on the trend or course
of the current production process [7] [8] in order to take action to avoid severe failures and/or damages. Faults can
be of different nature such as downtrends in the quality of the production reaching to defective production parts/items
inducing significant waste and thus costs for the company [9] and/or even annoying customers (as was the case in
our use case, see Section 5), or machine/tool failures [10] reaching to system dropouts increasing risks for operators
and enlarging production system down-times resulting in losses for the company [11]. Any anomal behavior in the
current production process may thereby indicate a potential fault/problem. In a data-driven fusion sense, it is typically
reflected by multiple (sensor) measurement recordings which deviate from the past regular behavior or do not fit into
the characteristics (density, shape, spread, ...) of past (fused) sample representations/distributions [12] [4].
Compared to predictive and forecast modeling methods [7] [13] and approaches with the usage of anomaly/fault
prognostics and RUL (remaining useful life) estimation [14] [15] [16], which are able to predict quality downtrends
through health indicators or other types of problems (failures, degradations, ...) in the future with a certain horizon,
the essential point is that anomaly detection operates in a fully unsupervised manner (typically based on process
data/models), which means that no quality information about the current process/system/product states needs to be
available to establish appropriate predictors or forecast models. Therefore,
1. The automatization capability of such an approach is expected to be very high: the on-going, regular mea-
surement recordings can be immediately taken as representatives for the fault-free production process — and a
characterization can be built upon these, which can be further used as a fault-free reference situation.
2. Annotation effort in terms of labeling costs for historic data samples [17] [18] can be completely avoided.
Opposed to classification approaches for fault detection [19] [20], where ML classifiers are trained based on
pre-labelled data, there is no necessity to collect data in advance and to divide it into faulty and non-faulty
phases. Often such data is not available at all and cannot be simulated easily without significant risks and/or
production costs (especially not for fault/anomal cases, i.e. to enforce faults or non-acceptable production parts).
This leads to imbalanced problems, where anomaly/fault-free phases are clearly over-represented.
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3. It also abandons the necessity to have a kind of product quality index or even a failure index permanently
measured over time, as is necessary for prognostics and forecast modeling methods [21] [7]. Such measurements
are in some systems costly to obtain (especially if manually taken), which often ends up in small data set sizes
for model training (even when collecting data over weeks and months), in other systems they are not really
profitable or possible to install at all.
4. It is still possible to detect faults at an early stage (although no concrete prediction horizon is given), as the
inter-relations between process variables are often expected to be violated before the faults becomes appar-
ent/significant on the industrial plant or on the production items themselves — as could be, e.g., verified before
in [22] [23] [24] for several industrial applications.
These circumstances trigger an applicability to a wide range of (on-line) quality control systems, where quality or
failure (label) information cannot be provided at all [25].
Anomaly detection has been thus widely proposed in literature, ranging from pure statistical approaches in form
of recognizing outliers from regular data distributions representing fault-free modes [26] [27] through measuring the
deviations in transformed data [28] and (model) parameter spaces [29] to one-Class classification methods such as
one-Class SVMs [30] [31] or support vector data description [32] — a survey of various methods can be found in [4].
The point is that all of these methods are typically operating in the high-dimensional feature space where indeed raw
samples may be transformed to lower dimensions (e.g., through the usage of PCA and variants [33] [34] or through
kernel regression [35]), but there is little or no interpretation in the model outputs, neither in the models at all. This
also makes the localization of (detected) anomalies/fault difficult. Moreover, deviations of new incoming samples
to learnt characterizations (shapes, orientations etc.) of regular (anomaly-free) operation modes are checked versus
statistically motivated thresholds on a sample-wise basis, whereas the time component is often completely neglected
(e.g., by supervising the trends of the residuals over time).
Both situations have been improved in previous works such as [22] [23] or [36], where partial SysID models have
been trained from data to explain relations, dependencies contained in the system when everything is working properly
/ goes smoothly. The modular structure of the SysID models defined in different but not necessarily disjoint subspaces
can be nicely exploited for fault localization purposes [37]. They, however, neglect the analysis of the multi-variate
residuals (obtained as deviations between predicted and observed targets) directly in their joint space, as they solely
act on a uni-variate basis (i.e., each residual signal is analyzed independently) and amalgamate fault warning by a
simple OR-operator. Thus, these approaches are not able to identify hidden structures possibly contained in the multi-
variate residual time-series, neither they are able to characterize possible dependencies (correlations) among residual
signals which may become ’violated’ in the case of anomalies. Furthermore, they apply conventional variable selection
methods, thus looking for ordinary correlations between targets and inputs and not for real cause-effect relations, which
weakens the insight into the system process (and contained dependencies).
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1.2. Our Approach
In order to omit these bottlenecks mentioned above, our new approach goes significantly beyond state-of-the-art
in terms of the following aspects:
• Elicitation of real (=statistically dependent) causal relations in the system based on a modified version of the PC
algorithm [38] as a preliminary filter step; this automatically yields the SysID step, identifying which (target)
variables (channels) can be explained by which others, however, automatically omitting trivial and/or fake-
correlations among the variables. The output is a (interpretable) directed graph where an edge from one node
N1 to another N2 represents a real causal influence of the corresponding variable (reflected by the node N1 from
where the edge starts) onto another variable (reflected by the node N2 where the edge ends).
• Building up non-linear regression models based on the causal network structure with the usage of generalized
TS fuzzy systems [39]: for each causal relation in the network, a non-linear (fuzzy) model is established for
characterizing the degree of influence of each cause onto a particular effect. This is achieved through the usage
of a particular learning scheme, which is able to learn the inner (rule) structure (including the adequate number
of rules) and parameters from scratch, based on regularized weighted least squares, modified quantization error
and statistical tolerance regions — note that such models have been also established in [22] [23], but 1.) using
conventional TS fuzzy systems [40] having a limited approximation capability (by employing a particular top-
down approach for rule learning [41]), and 2.) using conventional variable selection methods to achieve a
dimensionality-reduced input structure — so, no real interpretable causal relations have been sought there.
• An advanced residual signal analysis, where each causal relation model serves as residual generator: therefore,
our approach performs a multi-variate residual signal analysis realized through an advanced independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA) (which is able to characterize hidden structures in the multi-dimensional residual space
and thus to indicate changes of these in case of anomalies) and it establishes a fully automated thresholding
through kernel density estimation (KDE) and CDF, without requiring any assumption on the distributions of
the residuals (as was the case in the previous works [22] [23], which assumed normally distributed residuals).
Furthermore, suppression of possible noise content in residual signals is elegantly achieved by decomposing the
demixing matrix from ICA (into dominant and non-dominant parts) and by monitoring the energy conent of the
latent variables (demixed residuals) solely on the dominant parts.
Our approach will be evaluated within the scope of a micro-fluidic chip production system, where two production
stages are supervised in terms of anomalies or undesired changes during on-line production: injection molding and
bonding. Therefore, particular data sets (from on-line measurements) have been drawn from the process: one data
set includes the regular process behavior under anomaly-free conditions, the other data set comprises the time range
of chip production for a particular order, for which real customer complaints about the final quality of the chips took
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place. Thus, the first data set is used for checking whether our advanced residual-based anomaly detection based on
the causal relation networks (established from preliminary regular production cycles — historic data from a data-base)
are robust against false alarms, the second one whether our approach can reliably recognize the anomaly leading to
the bad quality chips. An additional data set has been extracted from a production phase during which no customer
complaints occurred, but where different machine parameter settings were used. In this sense, we could verify how
robust our approach (and related SoA works, see below) is against such variations which are definitively no anomalies,
but intended changes (thus, ideally, no anomaly should be detected). As these data sets were available from both
production stages, we can also check where the anomaly can be recognized better.
The performance of our approach is compared to several state-of-the-art methods in anomaly detection (Section 6),
where it turned out that our new approach could outperform various related (unsupervised) SoA methods for anomaly
detection as well as the previous uni-variate residual-based methods in [22] [23], in terms of detection capability as
well as false alarm rates — only support vector data description with sigmoid kernels could compete with our methods,
but they required high tuning efforts for two most sensitive parameters within extensive trial-and-error runs, which are
usually not possible when being installed in an on-line system as a kind of plug-and-play method.
2. Problem Statement and Basic Framework
We are aiming for an anomaly detection approach which is able to sufficiently cover the detection of as many
various anomalies as possible at different parts of an industrial (manufacturing) system. This is because any anomaly
can typically lead to real severe failures in the system latter, which may cause significant down-trends in product
quality, may induce machine breakdowns or even may become risky for operators (e.g., consider a leaky emission
pipe of a machine). Thereby, we assume that a permanent collection of measurements for recording the state of
the on-line process is carried out — as we are aiming for a purely data-driven approach, we exclude the usage of
expert knowledge or analytical insights (which are typically costly to obtain and not really flexible with respect to
different product types, machine settings etc.). The measurements are typically recorded with the usage of multi-
sensor networks [42] [43], especially in large-scale industrial systems (in order to supervise several parts/chains and
not to be restricted to one particular phase).
A typical sensor network example is shown in Figure 1, containing fives sensors located at five different sites;
each of the sensors contains one or more channels, as indicated by the number of strokes going into them. We
assume that the channels are dynamically and continuously measured over time and recorded through the central data
base sink (bottom box). Sensors #2, #3 and #4 are connected, thus could exchange the channel data and perform
a partial modeling on their channel views. The data is fused and stored at a central data base server (bottom box)
which is connected to all sensors (and included channel), thus is able to process all 16 channels in parallel together
with the event signals coming from a process control system. Synchronization and fusion of the data is a sophisticated
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Figure 1: Example of a multi-sensor network with five spatially distributed sensor sites, each sensor measuring one or more channels, which are all
collected in a central data sink.
challenge, especially in Big Data applications, but not the focus of this paper — we thus refer to [44], [45]. We assume
that the data-driven modeling phase can be performed on the central data base server. In principle, the modeling and
also the whole FD can be conducted in each sensor individually, which is for instance established in so-called smart or
intelligent sensors embedding some artificial intelligence on chip devices [46] [47]. However, this typically leads to
a smaller partial view of the whole possible interrelations between channels in the system than when performing the
modeling at the central site, using the information from all sensor together — in our approach, a data and information
fusion is achieved through model construction (CRNs + fuzzy regression).
In particular, in a such a network containing M sensors measuring M process values, the idea is to identify multi-
variate (causal) relations between these at the central site by including as many of these M process values in the
cause-effect structures (see Section 3). These relations are catered to represent prevalent causal structures in regular,
anomaly-free production mode, and any ’violations’ of these in newly recorded (on-line) data may indicate a potential
problem in the system, thus an anomaly. According to the degree and distribution of violations which are reflected
in changes in the multi-variate residual signals, it can be decided whether a real anomaly occurred or whether it is
because of a regular system dynamics or because of noise, see Section 4. The principle structure of our anomaly
detection approach is shown in the framework in Figure 2, whose components and their methodological realizations
will be detailed in the next two subsections. The upper part presents the off-line phase, where the causal relation
network and its implicit (cause-effect) prediction models are established (Section 3, the lower part shows the on-line
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Figure 2: Framework of the Anomaly Detection Strategy; sections where components are described in more detail enumerated as such in bold font.
phase where anomaly detection is carried out based on the identified relations. Any calculation of statistical measures
and of advanced multivariate analysis of the residual signals will be carried out in incremental, single-pass manner to
guarantee high-speed on-line functionality, see Section 4. Data cleaning is carried out in advance for which we have
applied standard algorithms, see also [22], and are thus not explained here further in detail.
3. Establishing the Causal Relation Structure and the Prediction Models
Our approach for setting up models from the multi-variate (eventually large-scale) sensor data for describing the
internal dependencies contained within the system under regular, anomaly-free conditions, is based on two stages:
• In the first stage, causal relations are sought to explain the internal cause-effect structures between the system
variables (often recorded through channels); this is done by seeking for real structures in a statistical sense (in
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form of actual conditional dependencies), omitting any fake-correlations or trivial dependencies which do not
actually show the real relations (thus, giving no new insights) and therefore usually also do not contribute to the
performance of anomaly detectors based on the models.
• In the second stage, the partial causal structures between the variables — realized and represented through a
directed graph, termed as causal relation network (CRN) — are used for establishing multi-variate (non-linear)
regression models. Thereby, each effect in the CRN is used as target and each cause for each effect as input
(with multiple causes for one effect possible). The regression coefficients for each cause then indicate the
impact/weight of this cause on the effect, in relation to the other causes, rather than showing the conditional
dependencies between causes and effects (as achieved in Bayesian networks [48] — thus, our approach differs
from these).
The first stage is realized through the usage of a fast version of the PC algorithm [38] [49], which operates in
two steps. In the first step, it learns from data a skeleton graph, which contains only undirected edges. In the second
step, it orients the undirected edges to form equivalence classes of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Each equivalence
class can then be interpreted as a cause-effect relation, where the nodes denote the variables (sensor channels) and
the directed edges the cause-effects (each directed edge starting at a cause and ending at an effect). The theoretical
foundation of the PC algorithm [38] [49] thereby is that if there is no link (edge) between nodes (variables) xi and x j,
then there is a set of vertices Z that either are neighbours of xi and x j such that xi and x j are independent conditioning
on Z. In other words, Z disconnects xi and x j. Hence, in a first step a fully connected graph (all variables are connected
with each other is formed) is formed, which is iteratively ’out-sparsed’ by removing edges whenever there is a subset
of variables in the neighborhood of xi and x j, which relieves an independence between xi and x j whenever being
conditioned on it. Such a conditioned independence can be decided at the light of independence statistical tests based
on the data set. PC algorithm thereby uses the chi-square test based on the cross entropy statistics. After ’out-sparsing’,
the edges are directed due to a so-called orientation step. The orientation step will proceed by looking for sets of three
variables {xi, x j,Z} such that edges xi → Z, x j → Z are in the graph by not the edge xi → x j. Then, if Z < S xi,x j , it
orients the edges from xi to Z and from x j to Z creating a v-structure: xi → Z ← x j. Figure 3 shows an example of
a causal relation network (from a real-world production process with masked variable names) which embeds a kind
clustered structure (indicated by surrounded convex hull drawings), showing which variables and thus parts of the
system are more closely related and linked. This may even serve as additional information for experts/operators for
gaining further insights into the production process.
In the second stage, the concrete causal relation models between all causes and effects are established. Therefore,
each variable appearing as effect in the CRN (as shown by a red node in the example in Figure 3), is used as a
target variable and each cause flowing into the same effect is used as an input variable for establishing a relation
model. We aim for both, i) robustness with respect to noise and ii) multi-variate characteristics of the relation model,
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Figure 3: A typical causal relation network from an industrial production system; dark (red) nodes denote the effects in the relations, all inflowing
vertices indicate the causes.
the latter basically in order to achieve a relative weight/impact of each cause among all causes for one particular
effect. The combination of both can be best achieved with a regularized multi-variate regression approach, where the
regression coefficients directly represent the relative weights and a regularizer in the objective function guarantees for
robustness in case of noise and high-dimensional input space. Furthermore, the causal relation may have a different
characteristics with different levels of influences between causes and effects in different parts of the feature space.
Thus, a local partitioning of the regression model into different sub-models may be an important issue as well.
Therefore, we employ the structure of Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy systems, which are able to decompose the in-
put space into partial local regions (rules) and to represent local relations in the context of (weighted) multi-variate
regression. This is because in each rule one local linear regression model is established to form the consequents. In








with C the number of rules (local partitions) and li(~x) = wi0 +wi1x1 +...+wipxp a linear hyper-plane describing the local
regression trend of the i-th rule (we assume an input dimensionality of p, which can vary among different cause-effect
relations). When using the generalized version, i.e. arbitrarily rotated rules in the input space (rather than axis-parallel




(~x − ~ci)T Σ−1i (~x − ~ci)) (2)
with ~ci the center and Σ−1i the inverse covariance matrix of the ith rule, describing its shape and orientation. As
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examined in [50] [39], the generalized variant of TS fuzzy systems has some advantages regarding compactness of the
rule base and better approximation capabilities compared to classical TS fuzzy systems (as having been used in our
previous works in [22] [23]).
For learning the non-linear antecedent parameters and the adequate number of rules, we interpret the data set
as a pseudo-stream and apply Gen-Smart-EFS learning engine [39] (a previous development by the main author of
this paper), which is a single-pass method embedding incremental merging [51] and splitting operations [52] for
establishing homogenous and compact rules (omitting strong rule overlaps and thus redundant local models as well as
blown-up heterogenous rules). Additionally, specific fine-tuning iterations are applied to optimize the positioning and
shapes of the rules according to a modified version of expected quantization error [53]. Once the centers and covariance
matrices are estimated from data by Gen-Smart-EFS, the following regularized objective function is optimized to find




Ψi(~x(k))e2i (k) + λ
p∑
j=1
(αw2i j + (1 − α)|wi j|) −→ min
~wi
(3)
where ei(k) = y(k) − ŷi(k) represents the error of the local linear model in the kth sample (N samples in sum), λ
the regularization parameter and α a parameter in [0, 1], steering the degree of influence of the Lagrangian term
stemming from the classical Lasso approach, i.e.,
∑p





i j. In combination, both terms are also used in the elastic net approach [54] (for classical global
linear regression), thus by solving the weighted formulation in (3) by using cyclical coordinate descent method along
regularization paths [55], and this with weights given by the rule membership degrees, we term our approach as fuzzily
weighted elastic net. The separate weighted optimization of consequent parameters, no matter whether used in plain or
regularized form, has several advantages over a joint global one regarding robustness and interpretability — as deeply
examined in [56] (Chapter 2).
4. Advanced Residual Signal Analysis
Once all partial relations embedded in the CRNs have been established, it is possible to check new incoming
on-line samples how well they ’fit’ into the network — or, in other words, whether any of the causal relations are
’violated’, thus not valid any longer for new on-line samples→ if this would be the case, an anomaly may be reported
or at least a potential anomaly candidate is found. In our case of having established partial regression fits, violations
can be checked by inspecting the residuals between real (measured) and predicted effects:
resi = yi − ŷi ∀i = 1, ...,M (4)
The predicted effects ŷi are obtained by predicting the effects using the single causes from the on-line sample, the real
effects are part in the on-line samples, as all sensor signals are assumed to be permanently measured (→ no supervised
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information, thus no annotation needed). M is the number of causal relations found and used for on-line processing
due to sufficient quality of the regression fit (as, e.g., calculated by the R2 measure on observed versus predicted targets
from left-out folds in the training data set, e.g., during cross-validation [57]).
Thus, for each causal relation with sufficient quality, a residual signal resi(k) (with k the time instance) can be
elicited and tracked over time to check for atypical appearances. This has been established in a univariate manner
(inspecting each signal separately and independently) in the previous works in [22] [23] with the usage of a statistical
tolerance band, which could be dynamically and recursively (exactly) updated upon and with fault-free on-line data.
However, this approach had three major drawbacks:
• It assumes Gaussian normal distribution of residuals to establish a tolerance band, i.e. a threshold for deciding
whether new samples are abnormal or not. In some applications, this may be not necessarily the case, trending
or skewed residuals have been observed before, e.g., [58].
• It establishes the tolerance band for each residual signal separately and independently and then performs a
decision based on winnner-takes-all approach: if one residual signal lies over the tolerance band, an anomaly
(fault) is reported. Thus, it is not able to actually characterize the multi-variate characteristics of the residual
time series (and to identify any hidden structures/dependencies among these which should be valid).
• It applies a fixed value of a multiplication factor n (for σ) in the tolerance band — indeed, this value can be
tuned through so-called ROC (receiver-operating characteristics) curves [59], but only in an a posteriori manner
to evaluate the achievable bounds of the whole approach — as conducted in [22] [23].
Thus, in order to make the approach independent from the distribution of the residuals, to expand it to a full and
multi-variate characterizing analysis of residuals and to omit any manually tuned a-priori threshold (usually a vague
default guess due to past experience), we propose two alternative ways: i) a normalized version of SPE (squared
prediction error) statistics [60] where the statistically ideal control limits on SPE are estimated from training data
using kernel density estimation (KDE) [61], and ii) automatized control limits on the energy content in independent
components obtained through de-mixing matrices from independent component analysis (ICA). We further apply a
special decomposition of demixing (into dominant and non-dominant parts) to automatically reduce noise effects in
the signals. We explain both in more detail in the following subsections.
4.1. Normalized SPE Statistics with Fully Automated Threshold
As a light and thus also very fast variant (ready-made for on-line and real-time analysis) of a joint multi-variate
residual analysis, we propose the usage of the SPE statistics, which at time instance k (for which residuals ~res =
[resi(k)], i = 1, ...,M are produced) is defined by:





The problem with this original definition (also used in other fault detection approaches) is that it over-weights residuals
from models with either larger ranges of the targets (effects) or also with larger ranges of the residuals themselves —
for instance, a model producing very low residuals in as range of [−0.001, 0.001] (for the regular, anomaly-free case)
will be completely ’masked out’ in the calculation of (5) when (regular) residuals from other models range in [−1, 1]
— this can be also the case when a significant deviation is observed (e.g., a 10 times higher value of 0.01 will become
not visible in SPE). Even though when performing a normalization of all targets in a causal relation network, e.g, to
the interval of [0, 1], and thus to assure the same ranges across all targets, the ranges of the residuals during the normal,
anomaly-free phase may vary from model to model — this may depend on the prediction accuracy (or quality) of the
model on fault-free data. Therefore, we suggest the usage of normalized SPE statistics (NSPE), which is defined by:






max j=1,...,N (resi( j))−min j=1,...,N (resi( j))
, where N is then number of training samples, thus the actual residual in
the kth on-line sample is normalized with the ranges of the residuals obtained on the training matrix. A more robust
normalization by omitting outliers, anomalies in the training data itself can be used by using above 90th and below
10th percentiles instead of maximum and minimum, respectively.
The problem now remains how to extract control limits as violation thresholds above which the SPE value can be
seen as untypical and thus may indicate a potential anomaly. Therefore, we adopt the idea of non-parametric kernel
density estimation (KDE) [61] [62] in order to estimate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SPE statistics
as achieved when applying it to the training data, resulting in a vector of SPE values over all residuals obtained from










where σ is a smoothing parameter, N the number of (training) samples and V(x) =
∫ x
−∞
K(u)du with K a kernel
function. The determination of the smoothing parameter can be done by following the guidelines mentioned in [62]
and [63]. However, it is usually not so sensitive when requiring a significance threshold level that a time-series/signal
stay within its allowed limits — the principal monotonic trend of the CDF is then sufficient. An example of CDF
estimation on an empirical distribution of ascending SPE values (along a data set from a real-world manufacturing
process, see Section 5) is provided in Figure 4.
Once having the CDF estimated, it is easy to extract an anomaly detection threshold as a confidence limit 1 − α,
based on a significance level α (typical values are 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01 — we used α = 0.01 in all our experiments to
avoid false alarms as much as possible). The 0.99 confidence limit is indicated by a vertical line in Figure 4: all SPE
values occurring above 1.15 are thus indicating a potential anomaly.
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Figure 4: An example of a CDF for SPE statistics extracted from fault-free training data set; the vertical line denotes the SPE value (of 1.15) above
which only 1% of the values achieved on the training data set lies, thus usable as confidence limit on SPE values extracted for new on-line samples.
4.2. Control Limits through Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
One major problem with the SPE statistics is that it is a naive sum over multi-variate residual samples, thus any
(single) peaks and significant atypical residuals arising due to significant noise in the data recordings (but not due
to a real anomaly) are directly reflected there, easily exceeding the tolerance limits as calculated through cumulative
distribution estimation (7) — explicit filtering of the residuals (peaks) would be an option to reduce false alarms (as
proposed in [22]), but requires additional parameters for filter design and leaves pretty much possibilities regarding
the selection of the filter type (which is hardly possible to do reliably in advance for a new application scenario/data
stream etc.). Real-world examples of such peak-type SPE statistics in the fault-free case will be shown in the results
section.
Another shortcoming of SPE statistics is that it only reflects the amount of residual energy from all causal relations
(in a direct measurable way), but it does not exhibit any hidden fundamental structure possibly occurring in multi-
variate time-series — for instance, certain (in)dependencies between several residuals (e.g., arising due to partial
behavior sharings among causal relations) which hold in the nominal anomaly-free case. When anomalies happen,
such (more complex) hidden structure may become ”violated” and thus detectable. Independent component analysis
(ICA) is a technique which addresses this problematic issue by attempting to find latent variables without assuming
to have Gaussian distributed data at hand. The LVs are linear combinations of observed variables and statistically
independent as possible of each other [64]. In our setting of multi-variate residual signals R, the relation between the
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original signals and the latent variables is thus described as:
R = A ∗ S + E (8)
where R ∈ RM×N is the residual matrix composed of N residual vectors (=multi-variate signal samples with M residual
signals from M causal relations observed in parallel), which are assumed to reflect a kind of mixture or superpositions
of (hidden) independent (latent) variables stored in S ∈ RD×N — this assumption is realistic because usually several
variables may appear as either causes or effects in different partial causal relations (within the CRN); hence, the
residuals from different relation-based regression fits are usually not independent per se. M is the number of causal
relations found and used for residual extraction due to sufficient quality of the regression fit. A ∈ RM×D (with D
the reduced dimensionality of LVs) denotes the mixing matrix, containing the basic information about the hidden
dependence structure contained in the multi-variate residuals. Therefore, its counterpart, the demixing matrix W ∈
RD×M contains the basic information about the hidden independence structure, i.e. the knowledge how to demix
a multi-variate residual to achieve independent components S . The purpose of ICA is thus also to obtain such a
demixing matrix in order to obtain reconstructed S : Ŝ = WR. This can usually not be solved in exact manner, thus an
approximative way is followed within iterative optimization cycles. One of the most famous procedure for obtaining
A and W is the fast ICA method [65], which is a fixed point algorithm, solving the problem via the Newton method
(we used its MATLAB implementation for all evaluation purposes).
The idea for the purpose of anomaly detection is now to use the demixing matrix W in order to demix new residual
vectors ~rnew into the (nearly) independent LVs ~snew: ~snew = W~rnew. Thereby, W is determined once during the training
phase, based on fault-free training data (representing regular operation modes etc.). Whenever ~snew shows an untypical
appearance compared to the vectors ~s1, ..., ~sN obtained on the training data itself, it may point to a change in the hidden
independence structure (as W determined from the training data does not match the real structure any longer). Such
an untypical appearance can be recognized due to a significant increase of the energy of the s-vectors, which can be
measured in terms of squared L2-norm of the vectors (termed as I2 statistics), thus by:
I2(new) = ~sTnew~snew (9)
A significant increase of I2(new) can be again elicited through a confidence limit, which is extracted based on the
cumulative distribution estimation through KDE — as discussed in the previous section for the SPE statistics, see also
Figure 4 for an example.
Finally, we address the first problem discussed in the first paragraph of this section (noise problematic) by not
using the whole matrix W, but only the most dominant parts in W. Thereby, our idea is to re-arrange the rows of W
(each one containing the mixing weights for one LV) in descending order according to their L2 norms and take the first
X% stored in Wd when multiplying with ~rnew, thus
~snew = Wd ∗ ~rnew (10)
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This means that we omit non-dominant parts (with low LV loadings) for the reconstruction step of a new residual
vector; the non-dominant parts are typically more intensively affected by noise in the data than the dominant parts
(due to higher sensitivity in smaller changes). In this sense, we suppress untypical noise level in testing data, while
assuming that real anomalies contain a more intensive changing behavior onto signal reconstruction (and are thus still
(more) reflected in ~snew when being reconstructed from the dominant part). We will verify this claim empirically in
the results section, where we will check the performance of I2 in (9) when using both, dominant and non-dominant
parts of W for reconstructing ~snew.
4.3. Integration of Model Uncertainty in Residuals
Finally, we describe how we integrated possible uncertainties in predicted model outputs into the residuals, ob-
taining ’normalized’ residual signals resni(k), in order to give residuals higher weights in case of more certain model
outputs. The approaches described above with the control limits etc. can be directly applied to the normalized residu-




∀i = 1, ...,M. (11)
If con fi(k) is calculated as a model error measure (e.g., mean absolute error, mean squared error, ...) and thus serving
as global band then con fi(k1) = con fi(k2) for all k1, k2 time instances, but usually con fi(k1) , con f j(k1). Locality of
con fi(k), i.e. con fi(k1) , con fi(k2), can be achieved by so-called local error bars. For linear regression, these are





cov{̂yi(k)} = σ2~xk(XT X)−1~xTk (13)
with X the regression matrix obtained during training phase, ~xk the current input sample = cause for which the effect
y is predicted, and σ2 and unbiased estimator of the noise level. For TS fuzzy systems, we exploit the statistically






(~xkΨ j(~xk))T P j(Ψ j(~xk)~xk) (14)
where tα,Σ(N)−deg stands for the percentile of the t-distribution for 100(1 − 2α) percentage confidence interval (default
α = 0.025) with Σ(N) − deg degrees of freedom and P j the inverse Hessian matrix of the jth rule (C rules in sum),
which is given by P j = (XT Q jX)−1, with Q j = diag(Ψ j(~x(k)) (Ψ j the normalized membership degree to the jth rule)
and X the regression matrix obtained during training phase. deg denotes the degrees of freedom in one local model,
thus p + 1 with p the dimensionality of the input feature space (+1 for the intercept of the local hyper-plane); Σ j(N)
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the support of the jth rule over past samples as a measure of significance of the jth rule, thus Σ j(N) =
∑k
n=1 Ψ j(~xn).
Clearly, if a sample ~xk has a very low membership degree to the jth rule, the contribution in the sum in (14) is little
(and should be little because it lies far away from the local linear model of this rule, hence it becomes unimportant).
5. Application Scenario and Experimental Setup
In our case study, we deal with the inspection of micro-fluidic chips used for sample preparation in DNA (de-
oxyribonucleic acid) sequencing. On the chip, the DNA and primers are packed into aqueous droplets in oil phase.
Currently, they are checked in the diagnostic instrument by means of image inspection in a closed loop. This is done
in an a posteriori manner, where bad chips are sorted out once they have already been produced (in order to not deliver
bad parts to customers), based on machine learning classifiers as developed during a preliminary project, see [68] [69].
This, however, typically does not prevent unnecessary waste and can even induce greater complications and risks at
the production system.
Therefore, the idea in this project (see Acknowledgements below) was to supervise the process data which are
directly recorded at production time of chips and which may already reflect untypical occurrences when something
goes ”out of the rudder”, much before it can be (manually) realized or even (automatically) predicted in the quality
of the chips itself. An alternative possibility to circumvent such a delay causing unnecessary waste is to predict chip
quality (defined through several measures) at an early point of time (or even early stage) — as pursued in our previous
work in [7]. However, not for all quality measures reliable prediction models could be established with sufficiently
high accuracy (defined by company experts), and sometimes anomalies may happen in the system which are not
sufficiently affected in the (production-based) chip quality criteria, but still lead to unsatisfactory chip behavior (as
happened in our case where customer complaints arose, see below).
5.1. Data Characteristics
In fact, our test case under empirical study contains process data which happened during the production of chips
which passed the manual tests (i.e, which were in-line the limits of several important quality criteria such as flatness
and void events, thus the prediction models could not detect any violations or anomalies), but latter the customer
complained about the functionality of these chips (when using it in a bio-medical application)! This opened the
question whether any anomalies in the process data could be realized, which occurred during production of those
chips (chip orders) for which the customer complaints arose. Therefore, we traced back the corresponding chip order
in our data base, which stores the collected data from the production processes over several years and extracted the
data occurring during the production of this order. This data thus served as test data whether our approach is able to
detect anomalies properly. Furthermore, we extracted process data occurring during the production of another chip
order, which were explicitly labelled as OK by the customer without any complaints and which were produced with
the same machining parameters as the chip order which were not OK (part of this OK data set was used as training
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Figure 5: Multi-stage chip production process including injection molding and bonding as essential stages, which should be monitored and super-
vised to assure sufficient chip quality.
data set). In this way, we can actually check whether our approach is actually able to detect the anomaly during
production (leading to functional problems of the chip) and not a possible intended drift/shift due to a change in the
machining/production parameters. Furthermore, we also extracted another data set from a different production order,
which was also confirmed by the customer as OK, but which was produced with a different machining parameter
setting (for a different chip type). In this way, we can check how robust our approach is against changes in the
parameters (ideally it should not detect any anomaly in this OK data set with just changed settings).
As the chip production system contains two essential production stages where the quality of the chips is basically
determined, namely injection molding and bonding, where injection molding operates as the first, early stage and
bonding as the last stage of production (before the chip is shipped to the customers), we extracted the appropriate
data from both production stages. In this sense, we could realize how early our approach is able to detect (severe)
anomalies: a detection of an anomaly already at the stage of the injection molding process would have a high impact
on the practical usage of our approach, as the operator can intervene much earlier and thus prevent waste and save
time for the latter production stages; clearly, a detection of an anomaly already at the stage of bonding liner would be
also beneficial. Figure 5 shows the three production stages in our chip manufacturing system, where the intermediate
stage (tempering) plays a minor role for quality control and is thus ignored in our empirical study (also, for this stage
there are no process data recorded so far).
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of all data sets which have been used for training and testing purposes of
our approach (after deleting some rows with missing values).
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Table 1: Characteristics of the applied data sets from the two different production stages injection molding (IE03) and bonding (BL02).
Data Set # of Proc. Values (Dim) # of Samples Setting Time Frame
Order OK 34374610, IE03 64 2974 AI 5 days in a row
Order NOT-OK 35026840, IE03 64 5360 AI 5 days in a row
Order OK 34374610, BL02 15 3881 AB 5 days in a row
Order NOT-OK 35026840, BL02 15 2440 AB 3 days in a row
3 Orders OK, BL02 15 6548 BB 2, 8 and 1 days in row
5.2. Experimental Setup for Training and Evaluation
For the OK data sets with standard parameter settings (AI and AB) — see Table 1 — we used the first half for
establishing the causal relation networks and training the partial sub-models using generalized TS fuzzy systems as
well as linear regression for performance comparison → 1487 samples in case of IE03 and 1940 samples in case of
BL02. We used the second half as anomaly-free test data in order to check whether our approach is able to produce
low false alarms on new on-line data samples (as all the data sets are timely ordered). This is in fact a real on-line
simulation, as the (in time latter occurring) test data is loaded and processed sample-wise through the calculation of
SPE statistics and I2 statistics for dominant and non-dominant parts. Furthermore, we even used the OK data set with
different parameter settings ’BB’ for checking the stability of the various method(s) (to be compared with, see below)
versus false alarm rates. We then also used the data sets which correspond to the NOT-OK orders in order to check
how well our control limits are exceeded and thus how reliably our approach can detect the fault.
The most sensitive training parameter for fuzzy systems training procedure Gen-Smart-EFS [39], i.e. the factor in
the statistical tolerance interval for deciding whether to evolve a new rule or not (thus steering the number of rules), is
optimized by a grid-search technique coupled with 10-fold cross-validation procedure [57]: that factor value leading
to the minimal cross-validation error (average error over the hold-out folds) is selected and a final TS fuzzy model is
trained on the whole training data set, which also yields the help measures (inverse covariance matrix per rule etc.)
for calculating the confidence bands as discussed in Section 4.3; this is repeated for each partial causal relation in the
network found by the PC algorithm. Therefore, we also applied the fast PC algorithm to different combinations of
folds within the CV-procedure to check its sensitivity on training data selection, and found out that we achieved pretty
stable results, i.e. more or less the same causal relation dependence structure was obtained for all combinations and
also in case when using the whole training data set.
For comparison purposes with related state-of-the-art works, we also report the results achieved with several well-
known unsupervised anomaly detection methods, which do not identify causal relations or inter-dependencies between
process values, but rather treat them as data sample vectors in a joint high-dimensional feature space. Almost all
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of these can be seen as renowned methods having been heavily used for the purpose of anomaly/fault detection in
preliminary publications. In particular, we applied the following methods:
• Cross-sample distance-based outlier detection: this approach is based on our own outlier detection methods,
which we have originally used before in past projects for cleaning outliers in training data sets; its basic idea
is to characterize an outlier/anomaly to have an untypical occurrence in the feature space in terms of a distance
from the main trend in the training data. For representing the main trend, the average distance between each
sample pair in the training data is calculated. Then, the cardinality of the set of distances lying above the
main trend is calculated for each sample and thus samples with high cardinality are outlier candidates. A
threshold is found according to the knee point in the sorted list of cardinalities. Hence, this approach is a simple
unsupervised distance-based approach seeking for untypical distances of samples to other ones (and to the main
trend of distances) in the high-dimensional sample space.
• Q-statistics and Hotelling (T 2) statistics based on principal components analysis (PCA) [70]: the classical way
to characterize outliers based on principal components which represent the directions in the multi-dimensional
feature space which best explain the (most significant) variances in the (training) data. The Q-statistics repre-
sents the distance from a (new) full-dimensional data sample to the principal components projection subspace,
whereas the Hotelling statistics represents the distance of a (new) data sample inside the projection space to
the center of the ellipsoid characterized by the covariance of the data — both have been used in several fault
and anomaly detection approaches, see, e.g., [71], [28]; automatized significance thresholds (above which an
anomaly is likely) can be extracted from the data for both statistics [72]. The number of principal components
used has to be parameterized, but a good strategy is to extract as many principal components as necessary to ex-
plain 95% to 99% of the variance contained in the (training) data (thus, little parametrization effort is required).
• Q-statistics and Hotelling (T 2) statistics based on probabilistic principal components analysis (PPCA) [73]:
principal components are extracted locally to achieve a mixture of them and thus to cope with non-linearities
in the data (especially with different local variance behavior of the data). Thereby, starting from a probabilistic
model, (the mixture of) PCA projections are derived within a maximum-likelihood (ML) procedure. Q- and T 2
statistics are then calculated in the same way as in case of classical PCA by using the extracted (mixture of)
principal components (i.e., the nearest local PCA space for each sample) — again, little parametrization effort
is required for choosing the number of principal components (see above).
• Q-statistics and Hotelling (T 2) statistics based on kernel PCA [74]: thereby, the trick is to project the data
into a high-dimensional kernel space by applying a Mercer kernel between each (training) sample pair in order
to ’linearize’ the (non-linear) data space and then to apply standard linear PCA on the kernel matrix. Mean
centering the data (always required for conducting PCA correctly) in the kernel space is not straightforward
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(because the actual feature space due to projection φ is not given [34]) and thus desires a pseudo mean centering
operation, which we have used based on the derivations in [75]. After the N×N kernel matrix K is spanned (with
N the number of training samples), principal components directions are extracted through using the eigenvector
decomposition of the kernel matrix (as done in classical PCA). Q- and T 2 statistics are then calculated in
the same way as in the case of classical PCA by using the extracted principal components — again, little
parametrization effort is required for choosing the number of principal components (see above); additional
parametrization effort is induced when trying out different parameter values, i.e. different widths of the Gaussian
kernel, which we used per default as included in MATLAB’s kernelPCA tutorial implementation.
• One-class support vector machines (OC-SVMs) [76]: it estimates the support of arbitrary sample distributions
in high-dimensional feature spaces. The main idea behind OC-SVMs is that it is intended to create a kind of
hull around the data of a single labeled class. In this sense, one-class SVMs can be exploited to characterize
the fault-free nominal situation, based on the (fault-free) training data (the same data which is used for training
our regression-based CRNs). Thus, one-class SVMs have been widely (and successfully) used for anomaly and
fault detection, e.g., see [29] [31] [30]. We applied three commonly used kernels for conducting the same kernel
trick as in the case of PCA (see above), namely sigmoid kernel, Gaussian kernel and linear kernel and report
separate results among these. Thereby a kernel parameter (width in case of Gaussian and sigmoid kernels) can
be tuned additionally to the most sensitive ν-parameter, which is a re-parametrization of the cost parameter C,
which in turn is a regularization parameter (to improve stability in case of noise etc.) [77]. We used the lib-SVM
implementation [78] and had to test various parameter combinations (ν and widths over ranges as suggested in
[79]) to achieve useful results at all, see also results below.
• Support vector data description (SVDD) [80]: it differs from one-Class SVMs in terms of directly finding the
smallest hyper-sphere that contains all (training samples) samples, except for some (more) outlying samples
(which is achieved by introducing slack variables), whereas one-class SVMs finds a minimal enclosing sphere
for (training) samples by finding a maximal margin hyperplane between the samples and the origin [81]. It
has been thus also successfully used for anomaly and fault detection, e.g., see [32] [82]. Again, as in case
of one-Class SVM, we used lib-SVM implementation (SVDD extension — as parameterizable by ’-s 5’ in
version 3.22), applied three kernels (linear, sigmoid, Gaussian) and had to tune various combinations of the
most important parameters ν and kernel width to achieve reliable results.
• Fault detection using k-nearest neighbor rule (FD-kNN) [26]: it uses the k-nearest neighbors of a (training)
sample to estimate a ’regular’ distance statistics D, which turns out that it approximately follows a non-central
chi-square distribution. Based on this knowledge, a control limit can be derived automatically from the training
data (as in the case of our approach), which is then applied to the test data, where for each test data sample the
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k-nearest neighbors from the fixed training set are elicited. Parameter k needs to be tuned adequately in our use
case (ranging from 1 to
√
N) to achieve reliable results, see below.
• Fault detection using weighted k-nearest neighbor rule (FD-wkNN) [27]: it is the same as FD-kNN but includes
sample weights when calculating the test statistics D — these are elicited by the reciprocal squared distances to
k-nearest neighbors of each of the k-nearest neighbors of one data sample. Thus, it performs a double k-nearest
neighors approach with weights from the second k-NN stage. Thus, it is expected to take better into account
local differences of different modes [27].
Furthermore, we compare the performance with the related residual-based approach published in [22], where only
univariate residual analysis is conducted independently (for each signal separately) based on tolerance bands assuming
Gaussian distributed residuals and for which a multiplication factor for the width of a tolerance band has to be hand-
tuned (which is not needed in the approach proposed in this paper). Several data plots of residual signals and control
limits will be shown to compare our own preliminary method with the new one proposed in this paper in order to
clearly show what the new on really brings in terms of stability and detection capability (in our previous approach,
the control limits are statistically motivated tolerance bands). The comparisons with all methods mentioned above
will be also made based on the percentage of false alarms in the OK data sets and the detection capabilities in the
NOT-OK data sets, especially i) whether an approach is able detect the anomaly or not (Yes/No) and ii) if so, the delay
of detection, i.e. how many samples need to be supervised such that control limits are exceeded; this is very important
for an early recognition of anomalies during the real on-line case.
6. Results
6.1. Causal Relation Networks
Figure 6 visualizes the causal relation network obtained by the PC algorithm for the bonding liner data (BL02),
whereas only partial causal relations are shown for which regression fits with (cross-validated) qualities of higher than
0.3 could be achieved. Thereby, the red nodes represent those process values which appear as effects (targets) in any of
these, whereas white nodes represent process values which only appear as causes (inputs) (however, some effects may
also appear as causes for other effects). The arrows between the nodes represent the cause-effect direction: starting
point of each arrow always corresponds to a cause, an end point always to an effect.
In functional form, we are thus ending up with the following relations whose adequate structures (and associated
non-linearity degree) and parameters are estimated by fuzzy regression fits:
• ABT = f (ACT, BUT, AMT ) with model qual 0.63
• ACT = f (ABT ) with model qual 0.50
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Figure 6: Causal relation network achieved by PC algorithm showing only cause-effect structures due to a high model quality from regression fits.
• AMT = f (ABT ) with model qual 0.90
• AS C = f (AS R) with model qual 1.00
• AS R = f (AS C) with model qual 1.00
• BUT = f (ACT, BLT ) with model qual 0.38
• FCC = f (ACT E, FCF, AS C, BUT, ACT ) with model qual 0.49
In case of linear regression fits, slightly worse model qualities could be obtained, pointing to a quasi-linear problem.
The process values are named by three-letter abbreviations, whose full names we are not allowed to report due to
security reasons.
For the injection molding data, we ended up with 31 causal relations achieving a regression model quality above
0.3; due to space reasons, these are not listed here, neither a directed graph produced, but they can be provided on
demand in an appendix or as supplementary material In both cases, the causal relation structures helped the experts of
the company to gain some valuable additional knowledge and insight into the process, which they were not aware of
so far.
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6.2. Residual Analysis for OK and NOT-OK Data
6.2.1. For BL02 (bonding liner)
Figures 7 a and 7 b show three completely different residual signals obtained for three partial causal relations
at BL02, whose effects are represented by ASC, BUT and FCC. Thereby, in all figures the black color denotes the
residual signals obtained on the training data, the green color the signal obtained on the test data of the OK order (with
the same machining parameter setting) and the red color the signal obtained on the test data of the NOT-OK order.
Additionally, also the static and dynamic tolerance bands are shown in dashed and dotted lines, which are obtained by
a native univariate residual analysis, see [22].
It becomes immediately clear that for the ASC model (upper image in Figure 7 a) the residual continues in a similar
manner over the complete time frame (for all three data sets), thus it cannot contribute to the detection of the anomaly
contained in the NOT-OK data; on the other hand, neither it triggers any false alarms. This is different for the BUT
model, where the residual signal shows several distinct peaks exceeding the tolerance bands several times significantly
(lower image in Figure 7 a). In this case, a standard univariate approach independently inspecting each signal (as, e.g.,
in [22]) would have produced several false alarms. For the FCC model, the peaks are less intense during the green OK
data set (Figure 7 b), whereas a clear shift can be observed in the NOT-OK phase, but exceeding the tolerance band
only marginally and partially.
The situation regarding false alarms and detectability of the anomaly seems to improve much when inspecting
SPE and I2 statistics (as multi-variate measures over all residuals), visualized in Figure 8 a. Still, when applying the
SPE statistics (upper image) there occurred a distinct peak exceeding the threshold (shown as dashed horizontal line)
significantly at the end of the anomaly-free test data, however, most of the intermediate false alarms (as produced
by the BUT model) are filtered away — thus, it improved false alarm rates, compared to univariate residual analysis
using ordinary tolerance bands (see Figure 7) and OR connections over all residual signals (as done in [22]). The
lower image shows the I2 statistics on the dominant parts and indicates that it in fact acted as a kind of noise filter, as
the two extreme peaks (producing false alarms) were completely gone. This is also an empirical confirmation of our
discussion in Section 4.2 about the noise suppressing capabilities when only using the dominant parts. Furthermore,
during the NOT-OK data set several consecutive samples (surrounded by ellipsoids) exceeded the control limit, thus
the anomaly could be detected as significant with I2 statistics. In case when applying this during real on-line sample-
wise processing mode, the delay of anomaly detection turned out negligible due to the first significance exceed of the
control limit after a few samples (compare also with Table 2). Figure 8 b shows the I2 statistics on the non-dominant
parts from the demixing matrix and signal reconstruction: as expected due to the discussion in Section 4.2, the noise
impacts the statistics significantly (much more than that one extracted from the dominant parts) such that several false
alarms are triggered during the OK data (green).
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6.2.2. For IE03 (injection molding)
Figure 9 shows two different residual signals obtained for three partial causal relations at IE03, whose effects
are represented by ENCSE and PLHWZ2. The color codings and the additional dashed and dotted lines (for the
tolerance bands) mean the same as in the case of BL02. It becomes immediately clear that for both residual signals
significant exceeds of the tolerance bands already during the OK phase (green) occurred. Thus, many false alarms
can be expected when applying a univariate approach with classical tolerance bands from statistical process control
(as, e.g., in [22]). In the first case (ENCSE model), the peaks even continue during the NOT-OK phase with the same
amount and intensity level as during the OK phase; thus, no real distinction between the two phases can be made. In
the second case (PLHWZ2) there is a clear shift of the residuals, which could be detectable, but the problem during
the OK phase with many peaks over the tolerance band remains. Similar to the BL02 results, the situation regarding
false alarms and detectability of the anomaly seem to improve much when inspecting SPE and I2 statistics (as multi-
variate measures over all residuals), visualized in Figure 10. Still, when applying the SPE statistics (upper image)
there occurred a distinct peak exceeding the threshold (shown as dashed horizontal line) significantly at the end of
the anomaly-free test data, however, most of the intermediate false alarms are filtered away — thus, it improved false
alarm rates. The lower image shows the I2 statistics on the dominant parts and indicates that it in fact acted as a
kind of noise filter, as false alarms and the two extreme peaks were completely gone. This is also again an empirical
confirmation of our discussion in Section 4.2 about the noise suppressing capabilities when only using the dominant
parts. Furthermore, during the NOT-OK data set nearly all! samples exceeded the control limit, which is a very strong
indicator that something went pretty wrong. Compared to the BL02 results, the exceed of the control limits is much
more intense in terms of number of samples and in terms of amplitude of I2 statistics. This is even better for the
”business”, because injection molding is conducted typically days or even weeks before the bonding process of the
same orders, thus a very early detection and furthermore a longer reaction time and a higher waste reduction can be
achieved. As in case of BL02, the I2 statistics on the non-dominant parts has similar problems as the SPE statistics
with noise (peaks) during the OK phase; furthermore, it could not detect the anomaly at all as staying way below the
control limits during the NOT-OK phase.
6.3. Residual Analysis for Additional OK Data with a Different Machining Parameter Setting
For the bonding process, three additional data sets were extracted lasting over 2, 8 and 1 separate days for orders
showing no customer complaints at all, but with different machining parameter settings. Hence, we exchanged the
NOT-OK data set shown in the preliminary result plots with this OK data sets (thus appearing as in red color at the
right end of the signals) and left the remaining data (original training data and OK test data) unchanged. In this way, we
could establish a one-to-one comparison with the results achieved between NOT-OK data and OK data with different
parameter settings (ideally the latter should not trigger any alarms, while the former did as verified in the previous
section). Figure 11 compares the SPE and I2 statistics on dominant parts (upper and lower image). Obviously, the
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I2 statistics produced much lower false alarms (4 only in sum over a period of 6548 samples = 0.06%) than the SPE
statistics (3.26%), which makes it more attractive to engineers and appliers who do not want to get wrongly disturbed
too much by false warnings during an on-line production phase. Also, the 4 distinct peaks could be somehow ignored
(when not confirmed with more consecutive samples), which is not possible in case of SPE (due to phases with more
consecutive, nearby lying samples appearing over the control limit). Interestingly, the I2 statistics extracted from the
non-dominant parts looks very similar to the SPE statistics. Thus, both are effected by the noise in the data (or changes
parameters) in a similar way to produce significant false alarms.
Concrete values regarding anomaly detection capability, delay of detection as well as false alarm rates are reported
in the next section when comparing the performance of the control limits from our approach with those from several
well-known related works in anomaly detection.
6.4. Comparison with Results Achieved by Related Anomaly Detection Methods
Table 2 shows the comparison of the performance of the various related SoA methods as used for evaluation
purpose and which have been discussed in Section 5.2. Thereby, for both production stages, bonding liner and injection
molding, three measures are presented:
• Detection capability: its value is either ’Yes’ or ’No’ to indicate whether the anomaly in the order which were
not OK for the customer can be could have been detected with the method or not.
• Delay of detection: this value indicates the delay of the detection if the method would have been used in an
on-line learning context, i.e. after how many samples, once the production problem started, the method was
able to detect the anomaly. The unit is in turns of the number of samples, where in case of injection molding the
sampling frequency is approximately 20 seconds and in case of bonding liner 50 seconds.
• False alarm (FA) rate: this value indicates the percentual amount of samples which were detected as anormal,
but in fact were samples recorded from the OK phases. The percentage is made possible as the total number of
samples recorded during OK production is known in the data sets.
Additionally, in the last column the parametrization effort of the methods is reported in terms of ’Low’, ’Medium’
and ’High, or even ’None’, if there is no parameter to be tuned for the on-line anomaly detection phase. The latter
is the case for our approach, as the full tuning takes place during the off-line model building process (within an
automatized CV- and model selection procedure). During the on-line test phase, our approach just amalgamates the
multi-dimensional residual information to statistical measures such as SPE and I2 statistics from the independence
component analysis and applies a threshold on these, which is automatically determined through KDE and CDF, see
Section 4.1.
The latter technique has been also applied to the PCA-based variants and to the two FD-kNN methods, but for
the PCA a possibility still is to define the dimensionality of the reduced sub-space (typically p << m), which can
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Table 2: Performance comparison of our control limits with several related unsupervised SoA methods in anomaly detection.
Methods
Bonding Liner Injection Molding Parametrization
Det. Capability Delay of Det. FA Rate (%) Det. Capability Delay of Det. FA Rate (%) Effort
Outlier Card. No ∞ 4.63 (8.98) Yes 1 1.28 None
PCA Q-Stat No ∞ 0 (0) Yes 25 1.78 None-Low
PCA T 2 No ∞ 0 (0) Yes 159 1.14 None-Low
PPCA Q-Stat No ∞ 3.81 (9.72) No ∞ 1.28 None-Low
PPCA T 2 No ∞ 0 (0) Yes 25 1.64 None-Low
kernel PCA Q-Stat No ∞ 3.44 (4.36) Yes 1 1.7 None-Medium
kernel PCA T 2 No ∞ 3.18 (4.36) Yes 1 1.7 None-Medium
one-Class SVMs Linear No ∞ 2.76 (1.33) Yes 1 9.58 High
one-Class SVMs Gaussian No ∞ 23.38 (19.45) Yes 1 47.76 High
one-Class SVMs Sigmoid No ∞ 2.55 (1.75) Yes 1 100 High
SVDD Linear No ∞ 2.78 (2.60) Yes 1 1.14 High
SVDD Gaussian No ∞ 8.62 (11.16) Yes 1 48.97 High
SVDD SVMs Sigmoid Yes 1 1.51 (1.0) Yes 1 1.0 High
FD-kNN No ∞ 4.52 (9.46) Yes 1 5.18 Medium
FD-wkNN No ∞ 4.57 (9.72) Yes 1 3.34 Medium
Uni-variate Res. Analysis as in [23] Yes 1 4.12 (10.41) Yes 1 0.92 Medium
SPE from CRNS (ours) Yes 2 3.26 (9.56) Yes 11 1.56 None
I2 from ICA with CRNs (ours) Yes 3 0.05 (0) Yes 1 0.43 None
be done through accumulated explained variance of the data, but still a threshold is needed there (typically between
0.95 and 0.99) — however, we have reported the results on the full spanned PCA space (with marginal difference
to the performance when reducing space), thus in sum we see the parametrization effort as ’None-Low’. In case of
kernel PCA, someone could tune the width of the Gaussian kernel, which we used to be set 1 per default (as also was
contained in the original MATLAB script). For the FD-kNN methods, k remains an essential parameter, which we
optimized during several runs to obtain best performance. For one-Class SVMs and SVDD, the parametrization effort
was pretty high to achieve any reliable results at all, because basically two parameters, namely ν and γ defining the
widths and shapes of the Gaussian and sigmoid kernels, had to be optimized in larger grids; as their default values in
the lib-SVM implementation lead to unusable results.
From Table 2, it becomes clear that our new approach could outperform various related (unsupervised) SoA meth-
ods for anomaly detection as well as the previous uni-variate residual-based method in [22] [23], in terms of detection
capability as well as false alarm rates. This is especially true for the bonding liner data set, where almost all methods
(except support vector data description) failed to detect the anomal behavior at all (thus, the delay of detection in the
third column is set to a value of ∞). In case of injection molding (right part of the table), most methods can in fact
detect the anomaly, but their false alarm rates (last but one column) are significantly higher than our variant using
I2 statistics from the ICA with CRNs (last line in the table). These higher false alarm rates are also the case for the
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bonding liner, except PCA with either Q-statistics or T 2-statistics which produces a rate of 0 (compared to a rate of
0.05 when using I2 statistics from ICA) — however, these methods cannot detect the anomaly (reflected in thousands
of samples) at all. The only exception in the case of bonding liner is support vector data description, which can detect
the anomaly with the slightly lower delay (1 vs. 3 samples), however, has a higher false alarm rate (1.51% vs. 0.05%)
and especially a much higher parametrization effort: in fact, it required high tuning efforts for two most sensitive
parameters within extensive trial-and-error runs in order to achieve reliable results at all (the same was the case of
one-Class SVMs) — this is usually not (realistically) possible when being installed in an on-line system as a kind of
plug-and-play method.
The same is true for the previous (partial) residual-based method in [23], where a significant hand-tuning of the
multiplication factor n for the width of the tolerance bands had to be conducted to achieve useful results — optimal
values in terms of the best tradeoff between detection delay and false alarm rate were 6 for bonding liner and 10 for
injection molding, thus not even a direct transfer of this parameter from one scenario to the other could hold. But even
with these optimally tuned values, the performance was still weaker (especially for the bonding liner) than using I2
statistics (on the dominant parts of the demixing matrix) from ICA.
7. Conclusion and Outlook
We proposed a new approach for anomaly detection which is based on a combination of causal relation networks
establishment through partial causal influence models employing a non-linear model architecture and an advanced
analysis of multi-variate residual signals through independent component analysis and the usage of non-dominant
parts of the demixing matrix in order to automatically suppress noise and to achieve a robust control measure whose
ideal limits are automatically determined through KDE and CDF. The approach is successfully evaluated based on
high-dimensional process data from micro-fluidic chip production, where a severe anomaly occurred during the on-
line production process (leading to customer complaints). It could be detected with almost no delay and without
producing significant false alarms on anomaly-free production phases where even different machining parameter set-
tings were used. Widely used and renowned related works in anomaly detection showed significantly weaker perfor-
mance than our proposed approach in terms of detection capability and false alarm rates, and this even with significant
parametrization efforts in various trial and error test runs (whereas our approach did not require any).
Finally, we want to point out that our method has the realistic potential to be also elegantly used for anomaly
localization, where the major goal lies in the identification of process values (channels) which are most likely affected
by the anomaly, which furthermore can be used as indicator where the anomaly most likely lies (important for reason
finding). This is because it offers a modular structure including several partial relations (in the CRN) and induced
sub-spaces, which are typically not disjoint and thus can be exploited to check for redundant, overlapping causes and
effects and their influence (weights) in those partial relations that lead to violations of the control limits – probably in
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a similar manner as having been successfully conducted in [37] for a collection of SysID models — which thus will
be one of our future research directions and evaluations. Such an anomaly localization may be difficult to realize with
the use of the unsupervised SoA methods having been compared in Table 2, as they operate on a single model in the
full space, where all input variables (channels) contribute with the same weight (so, no variable influence weights in
particular (’violated’) sub-spaces can be amalgamated, compared, processed etc.).
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Figure 7a: Residual signal for ASC and BUT (two of the 7 models obtained at bonding liner and used for residual analysis); additionally, static and
dynamic tolerance bands are shown in dashed and dotted lines as calculated in a native univariate residual analysis approach [22].
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Figure 7b: Residual signal for FCC (another one of the 7 models obtained at bonding liner and used for residual analysis); additionally, static and
dynamic tolerance bands are shown in dashed and dotted lines as calculated in a native univariate residual analysis approach [22].
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Figure 8a: upper: SPE statistics over the training data set (black line), test data set of the OK order (green) and test data set of the NOT-OK order
(red) in case of BL02; consecutive and significant exceed of control limits are indicate as such; lower: I2 statistics over the same data set portions.
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Figure 8b: The same as in the lower image in Figure 8, but using only the non-dominant parts in the I2 statistics — please mind the difference in
terms of several false alarms during the OK data set.
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Figure 9: Residual signal for ENCSE and PLHWZ2 (two of the 31 models obtained at bonding liner and used for residual analysis); additionally,
static and dynamic tolerance bands are shown in dashed and dotted lines for comparison purposes with native univariate residual analysis [22].
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Figure 10: upper: SPE statistics over the training data set (black line), test data set of the OK order (green) and test data set of the NOT-OK order
(red) in case of IE03; consecutive and significant exceed of control limits are indicate as such; lower: I2 statistics over the same data set portions.
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Figure 11: upper: SPE statistics over the training data set (black line), test data set of the OK order (green) and test data set of the OK order with
different machining parameter (red) in case of BL02; consecutive and significant exceed of control limits are indicate as such; lower: I2 statistics
over the same data set portions.
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